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TECH FORUM
One Day in August
By Michael Castelluccio, Editor
A glance back on 2011 certainly recalls a noisy panorama
in the world of technology. There was quite an expansion
of the digital universe. The skies are now crowded with
cloudscapes from early leaders like Amazon down to
Apple’s recent iCloud, set aloft late in the year. They all
continue to liberate computing and digital storage previously anchored to earthbound facilities.
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Hacking provided the stuff of space operas in 2011, like
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to be the beginning of the PC era.
On the day back in 1981 that the IBM 5150 was
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Apple II, which was introduced four years before,

and incandescent light bulbs.”

and his development team was in the middle of

But it isn’t just a shift in hardware type

creating the first Macintosh—a computer with

that’s at the center of the new era. Dean says

icons and a mouse instead of a letter prompt.

the focus of the new direction is not what’s

In fact, shortly after the IBM announcement,

in your hands, but the role performed by

Jobs took out a full-page ad in The Wall

whatever device you happen to be using.

Street Journal with a taunting headline,

This new age of computing is about a different

“Welcome, IBM. Seriously.” Bill Gates said

kind of human interface with the computer. In the

of the Apple team, “They didn’t seem to care. It took them a

past, what you saw on the screen (command line or

year to realize what had happened.” Gates, who later found

icons) and how you manipulated those elements (via key-

his company firmly established in the middle of a very

board, mouse, or touch screen) are the elements that

durable Wintel universe, had a clearer sense of what that

defined the human/computer interface. Mark Dean, in his

rudimentary IBM personal computer would become.

blog, seems to be talking about a larger, almost metaphysical
interface between humans and their computers—the social

THE ERA ENDS—TWO TESTIMONIALS

space between humans and computers. He writes: “PCs are

As this year’s anniversary rolled around, IBM was no longer

being replaced at the center of computing not by another

producing PCs. The company sold that division to Lenovo

type of device—though there’s plenty of excitement about

back in 2005. Apple appeared on Wall Street’s distinguished

smart phones and tablets—but by new ideas about the role

list of the most capitalized—not only ahead of IBM and

that computing can play in progress. These days, it’s becom-

Microsoft, but even, for a time, a notch above Exxon Mobil.

ing clear that innovation flourishes best not on devices but

And then there was the blog posted by Mark Dean two

in the social spaces between them, where people and ideas

days before the 30th anniversary of the beginning of the PC

meet and interact. It is there that computing can have the

era. Mark Dean, chief technology officer of IBM in the Mid-

most powerful impact on the economy, society, and people’s

dle East and Africa, was one of the 12-person IBM engineer-

lives.”

ing team that built the 5150 and launched the PC. In his

think of as the human/computer interface is noted in Walter

as much as announced the end of the PC era.

Isaacson’s biography of Steve Jobs. Michael Noer told a story

“It’s amazing to me,” he reminisced, “to think that August

on Forbes.com that moved the developer of the first suc-

12th marks the 30th anniversary of the IBM Personal Com-

cessful tablet computer. Isaacson reports in his book: “Noer

puter. Little did we expect to create an industry that ulti-

was reading a science fiction novel on his iPad while staying

mately peaked at more than 300 million unit sales per year.”

at a dairy farm in a rural area north of Bogotá, Columbia,

After expressing his gratitude for having the opportunity

when a poor six-year-old boy who cleaned the stables came

to work on that team, he then wrote, “It may be odd for me

up to him. Curious, Noer handed him the device. With no

to say this, but I’m also proud IBM decided to leave the per-

instructions, and never having seen a computer before, the

sonal computer business in 2005. While many in the tech

boy started using it intuitively. He began swiping the screen,

industry questioned IBM’s decision to exit the business at

launching apps, playing a pinball game. ‘Steve Jobs has

the time, it’s now clear that our company was in the van-

designed a powerful computer that an illiterate six-year-old

guard of the post-PC era.”

can use without instruction,’ Noer wrote. ‘If that isn’t magi-

At this point, Dean turns to what the post-PC era actually looks like, and the man who helped usher in three
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Another view of the disappearance of what we usually

guest blog posted on Smarter Planet on August 10, 2011, he

cal, I don’t know what is.’”
Over the last 30 years, it appears two very important

decades of PC ubiquity explains that he, too, has moved

changes have occurred in the world of computing. Apple has

beyond the PC. “My primary computer now is a tablet,” he

succeeded in making the interface disappear, and IBM has

explains, adding, “When I helped design the PC, I didn’t

turned its attention away from the hardware and toward the

think I’d live long enough to witness its decline. But, while

social dimension of human/computer activity. In the Post-

PCs will continue to be much-used devices, they’re no

PC era, six-year-olds have no need for manuals or training,

longer at the leading edge of computing. They’re going the

and Jeopardy champion Watson, the IBM computer, can

way of the vacuum tube, typewriter, vinyl records, CRT,

hold his own in a human conversation. SF
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